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Longtime publishing executive B. Don (Don) Rankin, who along
with his wife, Linda Rankin, co-own and co-publish Maintenance
Sales News; Busline; Broom, Brush & Mop; and Discover Central
Illinois publications, died Oct. 25, 2019. He was 76. 
Don Rankin spent a career in the publishing business, first as a

newspaper editor and, after moving to Arcola, IL, in
1977, started Rankin Publishing with Linda. The
couple purchased the Arcola, IL, Record-Herald
newspaper and the Broom and Broom Corn News
newsletter, the latter of which would eventually
become Broom, Brush & Mop Magazine. Over the
years, the couple also purchased several other
weekly newspapers, and added trade magazines
Maintenance Sales News, Busline and Discover
Central Illinois to the business.
In 2000, the decision was made to focus

entirely on the company’s trade magazines. 
Rankin Publishing will continue to be owned

and operated by Linda Rankin, in Arcola, with
Harrell Kerkhoff as editor. 
Don Rankin was born on June 6, 1943, in Princeton, MO, the

son of William Harrison and Mary Zella Busby Rankin. Along
with his wife Linda Rankin, Don Rankin is survived by the
couple’s two sons, William Jason (Sarah) Rankin, of
Edwardsville, IL, and Donald Chase (Lynn) Rankin, of Las
Vegas, NV. Other survivors include his brother, Dr. W. Dale

(Nancy) Rankin, of Joplin, MO, and four grandchildren, Sophia
Zella Rankin, of Edwardsville, and Cale Squires, Madison
Rankin and Caden Rankin, of Las Vegas. 
He was a graduate of Northeast Missouri State (Truman State)

University where he was a member of Blue Key academic
honorary society and president of Sigma Tau
Gamma fraternity.
Along with the publishing business, Don Rankin

was very active in the Arcola community where he
was a proud citizen and supporter until his death.
He and Linda are lifelong members of the United
Methodist Church, and he served the Arcola United
Methodist Church as a representative on various
committees and boards. He was also a past
president of the Arcola Chamber of Commerce and
the Arcola Sports Boosters, along with being a
member of the Arcola Music Boosters and other
community organizations, and a willing volunteer
for community events. He was a board member of
the Arcola Foundation for 30 years, serving as its

vice president. He and Linda were named grand marshals of the
Arcola Broom Corn Festival in 2016.
Shrader Funeral Home, of Arcola, handled arrangements.

Memorials may be made to the Arcola United Methodist Church
(121 S. Locust St., Arcola, IL 61910), and the Arcola Foundation
(127 S. Oak St., Arcola, IL 61910).
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By Harrell Kerkhoff |  Broom, Brush & Mop Editor

Manufacturing and supply company representatives involved
in the cleaning tools industry once again met in St. Louis,
MO, for the annual National Broom, Mop & Brush

Meeting. This year’s event took place October 11 at the Renaissance
St. Louis (MO) Airport Hotel. Officials from various mop, broom,
brush, squeegee and related entities attended the morning meeting, as
well as a reception and dinner the previous night. 

Typically taking place in November, this year’s event was
moved to October due to the late date of the 2019 ISSA Show,
which was held the week prior to Thanksgiving. Many attendees
of the St. Louis meeting also attend the ISSA Show.

Networking opportunities and a guest speaker were again part of
this year’s agenda. Co-chairmen for the event were Andrew Dailey,
of the Jones Family of Companies, in Humboldt, TN; and Joel
Hastings, of Nexstep Commercial Products, in Paxton, IL.

This year’s meeting also focused on various industry reports
presented by suppliers who help support the production of mops,
brooms, brushes and other cleaning tools. Topics included:

MOP YARN

Although most of today’s cotton mop yarn comes from
textile mill waste and/or gin motes rather than virgin
cotton, the current price and availability of cotton still

impacts the mop yarn industry. Mop yarn prices often move up or

down with cotton prices. Reporting on the status of cotton mop
yarn and the overall global cotton industry was Andrew Dailey, of
the Jones Family of Companies, in Humboldt, TN.

Dailey said the ongoing U.S. trade war with China greatly
impacted the U.S. cotton market in 2019. 

“Due to tariffs, the amount of Chinese consumption of
U.S. textile products, yarn and cotton has been very
depressed,” he explained, adding that U.S. cotton farmers are
finding it more difficult to export their product.  

Co-chairpersons for this year’s meeting were 
Joel Hastings and Andrew Dailey.
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According to Dailey, 2019 was a good year to grow cotton in
many regions of the United States, due to favorable weather
conditions. 

“It’s estimated that this year’s U.S. cotton crop is going
to be 21.7 million bales. That is an 18 percent increase
over last year,” he said.

Dailey added that today’s abundant supply of U.S. cotton
improves the availability of raw stocks for the eventual production
of mop yarn and other textiles. 

“Obviously, we are all watching the news regarding any
changes with tariffs and the U.S./China trade war,” Dailey said.
“Changes may come fast, or not until the November 2020 election
has passed. We will just have to see.” 

Dailey also reported on the rayon fiber market as man-made
rayon is often used in mop production. 

“It’s important to note that rayon fiber is not produced in the
United States,” he said. “Therefore, it has not been impacted by
the tariff situation with China.”

Dailey noted, however, that as of early October, the overall market
for synthetics, such as rayon, has generally been depressed. 

wood handles

Among the raw materials that can be used to make broom
and mop handles is wood. Presenting a current rundown
on the availability of wood and wood handles was Jim

Monahan, of Whitley Monahan Handle Co., in Midland, NC. 
Monahan explained that the wood used for handles comes from

several distinct areas in the world, and that new sources of wood
are constantly being sought. 

“The major countries that supply the raw material needed for
wood handles used in the United States are Honduras, Brazil,

Indonesia and Mexico. U.S.
domestic wood is also used,”
Monahan said. “Probably
the biggest question in
the wood handle industry
right now has to do with
the supply coming from
Brazil, which has histor-
ically been a major pro-
          vider of hardwood for the
handle market.”

He noted that environmental
concerns stemming from
reported fires in the Amazon
rainforest in 2019 have led to

major U.S. retailers moving away from purchasing Brazil-ian
hardwood products.

“If that trend continues, then Brazil, which historically has been
one of the largest suppliers of wood raw materials to the United
States, could see continued declining interest for those materials,”
Monahan said. “We will just have to see how it all plays out. There
are also some softwood pine handles that come from Brazil, but in
lesser volumes. Softwood is good for satisfying lighter weight
applications needed for certain mops and brooms.”  

One major source for softwood handles is the Central American
country of Honduras, which has a rainy season that typically takes
place from September through November. In that period, logs
have traditionally been hard to get out of the forests in Honduras,
and tree cutting is limited. 

“Over the years, however, the Hondurans have been very
successful in stockpiling raw materials. Therefore, the rainy
season doesn’t have as much influence on supply compared to the
past,” Monahan said. “Production of Honduran softwood material
does naturally slow down in November and December, which
corresponds with the annual slow period experienced in the U.S.
wood handle market.” 

Monahan also reported on imported wood for handle production
from Indonesia, located in Southeast Asia, and Mexico. 

“The supply of wood from Indonesia is minimal and often
directed toward the western United States, due to freight costs,” he
said. “Mexico, on the other hand, has become a larger supplier
over the years for the U.S. wood handle market. The country
provides very nice pine softwood, especially for broom and mop
handles at 42- and 48-inch lengths. 

“We are also seeing increases in the use of U.S. domestic wood
for handle production. That material comes from poplar hardwood
and southern yellow pine softwood, under strict U.S. government
programs.

“Overall, both availability and pricing of wood handles
for the U.S. market continues to be very good. It does
remain a very mature market.” 

fiberglass & metal handles

Fiberglass is another material that can be used for broom
and mop handles.
Providing this report

was Kevin Monahan, of
Monahan Partners, in
Arcola, IL. He explained
that fiberglass handles are
produced through a pu-
ltrusion process, and that
these handles make up a very
small percentage of total
fiberglass pultrusion end-
products. More abundant
items include window pro-
files, rebar, electrical pulleys,
electrical insulators, sound
barriers, sporting goods, tool
handles and ladder rails. 

“For our industry, demand for fiberglass handles has
increased within the past decade, especially in the food service
segment,” Monahan said. “That is due to fiberglass’ resistance
to the growth of bacteria, and its lack of electrical
conductivity.”

He added that demand for fiberglass handles is also becoming
greater from people in charge of correctional facilities.  

“Due to the way fiberglass breaks, it does not make a good
weapon (such as a knife.) Therefore, fiberglass handles are
becoming more popular within correctional systems,” Monahan 

Jim Monahan

Kevin Monahan
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said. “(Fiberglass) is more expensive than wood or metal
when it comes to handle production, but it does provide
some added safety and health advantages.”

Fiberglass handles are made from three key components:
rovings, mat and resin.

“The rovings and mat make up about 60 percent of fiberglass
handles, with resin filling out the rest. Rovings are currently priced
at approximately 60 cents a pound, while some fiberglass mat
configurations run about $3 a pound. That fluctuates depending on
current pigment and styrene pricing,” Monahan said. “Most
fiberglass handles used in the United States are either made
domestically, or come from China or Europe, the latter of which
provides handles that are generally more expensive. The Chinese
handles, meanwhile, have been subjected to a 15 percent tariff. 

“Some U.S. fiberglass handle suppliers had been using
rovings from China, which did cause a small price increase for
those handles.”

Monahan also reported that the polyester resin and other
materials used to make domestic hollow tube fiberglass handles
are FDA (Food and Drug Administration) compliant. 

“Overall, the U.S. pultrusion industry is healthy and
stable,” he said, “As a result, the U.S. fiberglass handle
market is also healthy and should remain stable for the
forseeable future. Part of that growth is due to the popularity of
fiberglass handles in the foodservice sector. Other markets are also
now benefiting through fiberglass handle use, mainly due to meeting
safety and health concerns.” 

Kevin Monahan also presented a metal handle report written by
Mark Maninfior, of American Select Tubing, in Mattoon, IL,
who was unable to attend this year’s meeting. 

Maninfior stated in the past, steel makes up approx-imately
30 to 60 percent of the cost of producing metal handles.

Therefore, it’s important to
pay attention to U.S. and
global steel prices and
availability. 

According to Maninfior’s
report from early October,
several U.S. steel mills had
undergone seasonal shut-
downs to allow maintenance
work to be completed. That
brought on idle capacity at
those mills. Maninfior’s report
concluded that U.S. steel
prices should remain stable,
and possibly softening, over
the next year. 

natural fibers

V arious brooms and brushes are produced using different
natural fibers, including broom corn and tampico from
Mexico. Presenting this report was Bart Pelton, of

PelRay International, in San Antonio, TX, a division of Brush
Fibers, in Arcola, IL. 

According to Pelton, the main 2019 Mexican broom corn crop,
traditionally harvested in June and July, was a bit smaller
compared to 2018. Demand for broom corn, however, has also

been off compared to the
previous year. 

“It should be noted that
Mexican carryover broom corn
is still available in the
marketplace, from both the
2018 and 2017 crops,” Pelton
said. “Therefore, even with the
smaller new crop, overall
broom corn prices are off
slightly, and probably would
have been off more except that
some major broom corn pro-
cessors still have high-cost
broom corn in their inventories
from 2017. Those processors
are trying to average out their costs, between lower prices paid for the
newer crop and higher prices left over from the older crop they are also
looking to sell.”

As in the recent past, aphids are still presenting problems for
broom corn growers in Mexico. 

“The aphids haven’t impacted the Mexican broom corn market
as much this year because most of the farmers growing broom corn
know they have to spray. If they don’t, they will lose their broom
corn,” Pelton said. “There are farmers in Mexico who would rather
grow other crops that do not require the spraying for aphids. That
has led to less broom corn being planted in the country.

“The good news is that there’s still quite a bit of
demand for broom corn in Mexico. I would say over 100
broom winders remain in Cadereyta (Mexico). The corn
broom business may have shrunk over the years, but it’s
still around.”

He added that recent broom corn seed developed at the
University of Illinois has been donated to Mexican growers for the
benefit of future crops.  

“We are receiving reports that the University of Illinois’ seed is
bringing in better yields and fiber, compared to the existing seed
used in Mexico,” Pelton said. 

Tampico fiber, meanwhile, comes from a wild cactus known as
ixtle, which only grows in the high altitude deserts of Mexico. The
fiber can be used to make different types of natural brushes.

“No market seems to fluctuate quite like tampico, which is tied
to supply and demand. We are at a period where demand has
tapered off. China is not importing as much tampico as it had in
the past. Lead times for tampico fiber are down, and there
remains a little softness to the tampico market. I think that is due
to inventory adj    ustments more than anything,” Pelton said.
“Overall, there continues to be plenty of tampico fiber
available.”

In general, when it comes to Mexican products imported into the
United States for the production of brooms, mops and brushes —
such as broom corn, mop yarn, metal and wood handles — Pelton
said prices have remained fairly consistent for much of 2019. 

“Availability and capacity have also been good for those items,”
he added.

At the conclusion of the 2019 National Broom, Mop & Brush
Meeting, it was announced that Andrew Dailey and Joel Hastings
will remain co-chairs for 2020. More information about next
year’s meeting will be announced at a later date. 

Bart Pelton

Mark Maninfior
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Bart Pelton DISCUSSES global monetary
exchange rates & commodity market trends

By Harrell Kerkhoff |  Broom, Brush & Mop Editor
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Atradition during the National Broom, Mop & Brush
Meeting is the annual report on global monetary
exchange rates and commodity market trends, presented

by Bart Pelton, of PelRay International, in San Antonio, TX, a
division of Brush Fibers, in Arcola, IL.

The exchange rates and commodities that Pelton discusses
every year often influence raw materials used by broom, mop,
brush and related industries. By tracking changes, Pelton said, a
business can better ascertain what future pricing likely will be
concerning a component or product. 

Pelton presented several charts, of the
following foreign currencies, that detailed
activities during 2019: the European euro,
Mexican peso, Canadian dollar, Brazilian real,
Indian rupee, Chinese yuan and South African
rand. Those are currencies from countries where
many imported raw materials originate, and can
impact the production of American-made mops,
brooms, brushes and other cleaning wares. 

“When the U.S. dollar is strong, this makes it
a lot cheaper for (domestic companies) to buy
raw materials from abroad, but it also makes it
easier for foreign competitors to enter our
marketplace,” Pelton said. “When the U.S.
dollar is weaker, many foreign companies are
buying U.S. raw materials, driving up our
material costs. It’s always a two-way street.” 

Pelton reported on the following currencies during October’s
meeting in St. Louis:

n European Euro: “The (2019) chart shows that for most
of this year, the value of the euro has been slowly
declining (against the U.S. dollar), down 4 to 5 percent,”
Pelton said. “Our industry imports a lot of material from Europe,
including metal handles and plastic fiber from Italy, and brush
making equipment from various European countries. A declining
euro helps bring down the cost of some of the items that
we import from that continent. It’s also making our (U.S.)
products more expensive to purchase for Europeans.”

Pelton noted the slow decline of the euro over the past year can
partially be attributed to the cooling off of several European
economies. 

“There also continues to be a lot of issues with Brexit.  Although the
United Kingdom is not part of the eurozone, Brexit is still impacting
the European community,” he said. “There are negative interest rates

found throughout the eurozone. That is making it more attractive for
companies and individuals to keep their money in currencies that have
positive interest rates, such as in the United States.” 

n Mexican Peso: “We have seen a pretty wild range of
fluctuation in 2019 for the peso. Late last year, one U.S. dollar
purchased 20.5 pesos. That ratio then shrunk to under 19 pesos,”
Pelton said. “The 2019 chart shows a 10 to 15 percent range from
top to bottom. That can impact the cost of products between the
United States and Mexico.” 

Pelton highlighted a short-lived spike in the peso that occurred
in 2019 when President Trump threatened to
implement a 5 percent import duty on Mexican
products. 

“That issue eventually was resolved when it
became clear President Trump wasn’t going to
impose the tariff,” he said. “Overall, the peso
has been stable enough in 2019 to not cause
extra inflation in Mexico.”

n Canadian Dollar: There are U.S.
companies involved in the broom, mop and
brush trade that conduct business “north of the
border,” which means the Canadian dollar is an
important currency to monitor. 

“The Canadian dollar’s range has been anywhere
from $1.30 to $1.37 compared to the U.S. dollar.
Overall, the Canadian dollar has fluctuated within a

fairly narrow range, and it’s been fairly predictable,” Pelton said. “One
advantage the Canadians have had is that their country is not engaged
in Chinese tariff wars. They can import more items duty-free, compared
to companies in the United States.”

n Brazilian Real: As of early October, Pelton said one U.S.
dollar could buy more than four reals.

“The real has experienced an approximate 15 percent depreciation
(against the U.S. dollar) compared to one year ago,” Pelton said.
“Regarding our industry, Brazil has been a big source of imported
handles. The country’s hardwood imports are down due to
environmental concerns. The weaker real has taken a lot of cost pressure
off  (Brazilian) imports. Occasionally, you can find a bargain.” 

n Indian Rupee: From India comes such products as palmyra
fiber, used in brush production, and mop yarn. 

“The rupee has been a little stronger, compared to the U.S.
dollar, than it was one year ago,” Pelton said. “The Indian
currency did fluctuate some over the past year, but within a pretty
tight range of activity.”

Bart Pelton





 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

n Chinese Yuan: “We, in the United States, are paying import
tariffs on much of what is arriving from China. For years, the
Chinese yuan was very stable against the U.S. dollar, and
then it started appreciating,” Pelton said. “During the last
two years, however, the Chinese government appears to
be letting the yuan depreciate against our currency.” 

Pelton’s chart of the yuan’s activity, versus the U.S. dollar,
indicated the Chinese currency had depreciated 5 to 6 percent
since April 2019. He added that over the past two years, the
depreciation has been 12 to 15 percent. 

“That level of depreciation has helped offset a lot of the effects
of the recent import duties,” Pelton said. 

He added that the Chinese yuan has had a long history of being
controlled by China’s government. 

“It’s very difficult to buy from China in Chinese currency. They
want U.S. dollars. There are also exchange controls when moving
capital in and out of China,” Pelton said. “We (PelRay
International) are starting to see better prices coming from China.
The cost of ocean freight is also down from China, due to overall
trade being down.”

n South African Rand: “Our industry doesn’t use a lot of
items from South Africa, but we do import African grass, which is
a broom corn substitute,” Pelton said. “As the chart indicates, the
rand’s value has been up and down all year. I’m surprised the
currency hasn’t strengthened (against the U.S. dollar) as it usually
does when the price of gold increases, but it hasn’t worked out that
way over the past year.”

n Bitcoin: Another chart presented by Pelton followed the
recent activity of the cryptocurrency Bitcoin. 

“Bitcoin speculators experienced a replay of a couple of years
ago when it went up in value and then sharply declined. The value
of Bitcoin increased again this year (2019), but has since settled
down,” Pelton said. “It’s hard to say if that has any implications

for most of the people involved in our industry.”  
Pelton also discussed recent activities with the Dow Jones

Industrial Average. He noted that the stock market is often
considered a leading economic indicator. 

“The stock market is worth watching as it not only shows the health
of your personal investments, but if the market sells off, that can mean
changes are taking place within the U.S. economy,” Pelton said. 

He noted that the Dow took a large dip late in 2018 after the Federal
Reserve increased U.S. interest rates. That action was soon reversed by
the Federal Reserve, and the market favorably responded. 

“I think that was the main reason for the recovery from
Christmas (of 2018) to throughout 2019,” Pelton said. “(As of
early October), the stock market is pretty highly valued.” 

Pelton also showcased a “yield curve” chart. According to
www.investopedia.com/terms/y/yieldcurve.asp, “A yield curve is a
line that plots yields (interest rates) of bonds having equal credit
quality but differing maturity dates. The slope of the yield curve
gives an idea of future interest rate changes and economic activity.
There are three main types of yield curve shapes: normal (upward
sloping curve), inverted (downward sloping curve) and flat.”

According to Pelton’s chart, the current yield curve has become
inverted, indicating the possibility of the U.S. economy nearing a
recessionary period. 

Also highlighted by Pelton was the activity of the following
commodities over the past year: gold, crude oil, natural gas,
cotton, lumber, corn and copper: 

n Gold: “Although our industry does not use gold in its
products, it’s good to follow that commodity as it’s often
considered an indicator of future inflation,” Pelton said. “A year
ago, if you invested in gold, you would have been disappointed.
That has changed. Gold prices have experienced a nice rally in
2019. I think that may be due to low and negative interest rates,
rather than a fear of future inflation.”
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n  Crude Oil: “It’s important to follow crude oil activity as
there are freight costs involved in everything we use,” Pelton said.
“Higher prices for oil mean higher prices for diesel, ocean freight,
etc. Watching oil prices can provide a good feel for the future cost
of freight.” 

Pelton showed on a chart where a sudden and short-term spike
in global crude oil prices occurred in 2019. It happened soon after
an oil processing facility in Saudi Arabia came under attack in
September. 

“The attack knocked out five million barrels of daily crude oil
production,” he said. “What is amazing, if that attack occurred 10
or 20 years ago, the price of global crude oil would have been
pushed ‘off the charts.’ However, because there is so much more
oil being produced today around the world, even the fear of supply
interruptions in the Middle East only temporarily pushes up crude
oil prices.” 

Pelton also discussed possible changes in the future
regarding the type of fuel oceanic cargo ships will use due to
increasing environmental concerns. He explained that
currently, many cargo ships burn bunker fuel, which is a
heavy, dirty, residual oil made from the dregs of the refining
process. 

“There is a push by environmentalists, and some port cities, to
require cargo ships to burn diesel fuel, which is a cleaner, but more
expensive, fuel,” Pelton said. “It looks like over time, bunker fuel
could be phased out, which may result in higher freight costs.
However, with the price of oil currently being low, it’s hard to say
what true impact a sudden stop in bunker fuel use would have in
terms of freight costs. 

“What is really driving ocean freight right now is
supply and demand. At the moment, there is extra
shipping capacity, and we are seeing ocean freight costs
either stabilize or decline.”

nNatural gas: Along with heating homes and factories, natural
gas is used as a feedstock during the production of many plastics. 

Pelton’s chart highlighting natural gas activity in 2019 showed
that the commodity was stable throughout much of 2019. He noted
that the United States continues to export a lot of its natural gas.  

n Cotton: U.S. cotton prices have continued to decrease since
the 80 cent per pound range this spring. 

“Part of that decrease is due to China not importing as much
U.S. cotton in 2019, and part of it can be attributed to a large U.S.
cotton crop grown this year,” he said. “I think all of this will help
take cost pressure off future cotton yarn prices.”

n Lumber: “U.S. lumber prices were higher last year. When
lumber prices go up, it puts pressure on such items as wood
handles,” Pelton said. 

n Corn: The price of corn serves as a good proxy for the price
of many other agricultural products, according to Pelton.

“Corn has fared better in price than some crops due, in part, to its
use domestically in the production of ethanol. Overall, corn prices
have been fairly flat in 2019. That is pretty much true with a lot of
agricultural products. Prices are either flat or down,” he said. 

n Copper: “We don’t use much copper in our industry, but it’s
often used as an industrial commodity. When copper prices are
strong, it’s generally a good indication that the worldwide
economy is strong,” Pelton said. “Copper prices have been
decreasing during the latter part of 2019, which is an indication
the worldwide economy is slowing.”

BUSINESS OUTLOOK FOR 2020

Pelton also highlighted several factors, from a business
standpoint, that he said could positively or negatively
impact 2020.

“If the U.S. Congress moves to impeach President Trump, that
could remove any chance of significant federal legislation being
passed between now and the next election in November 2020,”
Pelton said. “Also, the USMCA free trade agreement between
Canada, Mexico and the United States is still not approved. I
personally think it would be a disaster if that agreement is not
approved or if the U.S. withdraws.”

Other factors Pelton said will be important to watch in 2020
include interest rate activity, any changes with import tariffs and
any major signs of a U.S. economic slowdown. 

“I feel confident that U.S. interest rates will remain low in
2020. As far as the trade war situation, we will just have to see
how it all plays out with China. It does make for a lot of
uncertainty when it comes to business investments. That alone
can slow growth. Currently, the true winners in the trade war are
countries such as Australia and Mexico,” Pelton said.
“Regarding the U.S. economy, sooner or later there will
be another recession. That doesn’t mean it’s going to
happen (in 2020), but the U.S. has been in an expansion
mode for 10 years. That is a long time.

“It’s something companies need to watch. The good news is, when
business owners worry more about a possible slowdown, they tend to
borrow less money, pay down more debt and are more careful with
expansion plans. Those steps can lessen the severity of a recession.”
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For the past three years, attendees of the National Broom,
Mop & Brush Meeting in St. Louis have learned about,
and received progress reports on, various successful

entrepreneurship programs in rural Missouri that can be
duplicated in other regions of the country. 

The information has been shared each year by guest speaker Dr.
Sean Siebert, an entrepreneur himself who is the founder/CEO of
the strategic management firm Invent Yourself, LLC, based in Cuba,
MO. Siebert also created the “Adopt An Innovator” business model
for rural community re-development, and is involved with the Ideas
& Innovation Summit, focusing on education, innovation and
economic development in rural America. Participants of the summit
are mostly young people, and it has been
described as a generation-impacting event.

“We are very fortunate to have Dr. Siebert speak
to our group again this year,” meeting co-chairman
Joel Hastings, of Nexstep Commercial Pro-
ducts, in Paxton, IL, said. “For those who have
been here in the past, you have heard him talk about
the different programs he has been involved with in
association with small town leaders, companies and
high school students — all trying to find their way
in a world that is constantly changing.” 

Siebert titled his presentation for this year’s
meeting, “But ... Does It Work?” 

“During the previous two years, I have shared
many stories of individuals, projects and programs,
and I feel I now owe everyone here some closure,”
he said. “I have explained that ‘entrepreneurship is a mindset, not an
occupation.’ When working with people, my goal is to attack their
filters, their processes and the way they view life in order to build upon
what they are trying to achieve.”

Siebert added he seeks to teach the principles of
entrepreneurship that will help guide everything that a person or
company tries to do to become successful.

“That is important, because when you start to think that way,
everything about your life and existence can change for the
better,” he said. 

THE ENTREPRENEURIAL SPIRiT

Whether coaching a youth sports team or running a
business, how a leader guides his/her people can be
the difference between success and failure. To

illustrate that point, Siebert discussed his youngest son’s summer
youth baseball team, which consisted of eight players in fifth
grade or below who had very limited experience and skills. 

“Our team only had eight players, which meant if one person
did not show up, we had to forfeit,” Siebert said. “That often
translates to running a company. What are you often looking for?
The answer, good people to hire who will show up everyday and
do their best. Like coaching a youth sports team, it’s important to
help your people become more productive, while properly
functioning as a unit.”

To help his very young and under-manned youth baseball team
reach its true potential, “Coach” Siebert realized that success on
the scoreboard would only come if his team played the game
through unconventional means. That included deploying unique
defensive shifts while in the field and implementing a strict no

swing policy to bad pitches.  
“As coach, I soon realized we would not win

if we played normal baseball. We had to develop
our own strategy for success,” Siebert said.
“The same can be said when running a
company, which includes finding the right
people in an era of low unemployment. It
requires thinking like an entrepreneur.”

He noted that after losing its first game by a
large margin, his youth baseball team found
success by using the players’ unique talents. The
same entrepreneur spirit can lead to success in
business. 

“It’s about adapting to challenges and looking
for unconventional ways to succeed in a
changing work and business landscape,” Siebert

said. “If you, as a company leader or employee, can think and
operate differently, then maybe you can actually be competitive in
a way that nobody has ever been or seen before.”

Siebert also shared the story of his oldest son who decided, after
his junior year in high school, to change his college plans. During
his senior year, his initial goal was to attend college on a baseball
scholarship, but later he decided to improve his running skills, not
play baseball, and take aim at breaking several of his high school’s
track records. 

“My son, who is also a cross country runner, wanted to break his
high school’s records in the 100 and 200 meter runs. The track
coach wanted to look at his other talents as well, such as in the
high jump and the 400 and 800 meter runs,” Siebert said. “How
does that translate in business? It’s about finding a company’s
niche. It’s also about finding the hidden talents of employees. Are
your employees in the correct positions at work?

“We found that niche with my oldest son during his senior year
of high school, with the idea of helping him pay for college
through a track scholarship. We also worked on marketing his
other talents for college, because if you don’t have a good product,

Looking for unconventional ways

in a changing work and business landscape
to succeed

Dr. Sean Siebert

By Harrell Kerkhoff |  Broom, Brush & Mop Editor
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nothing else matters when it comes to college recruitment. The
same is true with business. If your ‘product’ is not good, then how
in the world can you expect to be competitive?”

Part of that marketing initiative was to help his son score a 30
on his ACT, which meant he had to study for most of his
summer break. 

“If you are going to be exceptionally competitive at what you
do, whether in life or business, the responsibility of that goal is on
you. It’s also important to tell employees that you believe in them,
and that they are smart. When people start to think that way about
themselves, it can change them for the better.”

Through hard work, Siebert’s oldest son did achieve his goal of
reaching a 30 on his ACT. 

“Before my son started that process, I didn’t realize how difficult it is
to achieve a 30 on the ACT. It gave me added respect for anyone who
has reached that level. There is a perimeter with standardized tests
where the bulk of people taking them are going to score. After that, you
really have to be good,” Siebert said. “The same is true with employees.
As a company leader, what are you doing to look for your ‘rock stars’
within an operation? Also, in order to improve as an organization, you
have to not only look at what you do right, but what you do wrong.

“Again, ‘entrepreneurship is a mindset, not an occupation.’”

BUT ... DOES IT WORK?

Along with his other duties, Siebert is president of the Cuba
(MO) Development Group, Inc. He shared four key
objectives of the group that can also be used by business

leaders and companies to better succeed in today’s changing
business environment. According to Siebert, the four objectives
have helped the city of Cuba, and surrounding area, experience
growth in sales tax revenue, successfully answering the question,
“But ... Does It Work?” Those four objectives are:

n Balance, And Build, Relationships — “Like many people,
the person I was two years ago is not the same person I am now.
I’m significantly better at what I do in many ways, due to having
wonderful working relationships with people who have taught me
much,” Siebert said. “It comes down to successfully balancing,
and building, relationships.”

He added the many relationships within a company
environment, however, can go “sideways,” leading to conflicts. 

“Probably 90 percent of what you do (as a company leader) falls
into the category of getting things back in balance,” Siebert said.
“You are constantly ‘cleaning up the mess.’ If, however, you can
find better ways to work collaboratively with your people, then
positive results will follow.”

n Build leadership within the community (organization) —
Siebert noted that members of the baby boomer generation
continue to “age out” of the workforce. Therefore, it’s important
to identify and build the next generation of leadership. 

“As a company leader, you should be doing that daily,” he said.
“It can be done through fostering new ideas from people
throughout your organization. Be willing to give people your time.
That is how you build future leadership.”

n Make sure existing enterprises (as well as employees) have
the resources and support needed for continued growth — As
a company leader, Siebert added, it’s also important to convey to
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employees: “I’m going to take what you do, and I’m going to help
you think differently (for a better chance of success.)” 

He added, “That change can be substantial.”
n Continue to market Cuba and Crawford County, MO,

(as well as any type of location and/or company) as a
desirable place to live, work, visit and conduct business —
“If you have ever worked and/or lived in rural America, you
have heard people say that they don’t want to be part of such
communities due to the perceived lack of opportunities and
‘things to do,’” Siebert said. “To counter that belief, you have to
be passionate and sometimes a bit arrogant when supporting
your community/organization. Failing to do so feeds those
myths about living and working in rural areas. 

“It’s important to be proactive and tell people,‘Yes, this is a
good location to visit, live and conduct business. We are going to
continue marketing our community/organization as a desirable
place to build a career, and provide a better way of life.’ You
constantly have to ‘wear’ the brand of your community
/organization.”

DON’T GIVE UP ON PEOPLE,
YOU MAY NEED TO HIRE THEM

Due to low unemployment rates and other issues —
including the opioid epidemic and polysubstance abuse —
a common problem many companies have been

experiencing, especially those in rural areas, is finding enough
qualified workers to hire and retain. 

“It’s not only an economic issue, it’s also a societal issue. In
a very tight labor market, you have to look for people wherever
you can,” Siebert said. “That includes felons and/or those who
have been in addiction recovery. It’s important to see those
people differently. 

“It’s true that some people are incarcerated because they need to
be. There are many others, however, who can truely be helped and
become great employees.”

Siebert discussed his involvement with a pilot program at a
Missouri county jail, which recently received a national award for
helping those incarcerated to eventually achieve fulfilling careers
and lives. He was also part of a news conference where U.S.
Senator Roy Blunt (R-MO) announced that Missouri was
receiving an additional $10 million in federal grants to fund both
behavioral and medication-assisted treatments. 

“The federal government has acknowledged that what we are
collectively doing in Missouri is showing desirable results, thus
requiring more funding,” Siebert said. “The grant money helps to
hire additional nursing staff and acquire other resources to sustain
a greater path to progress.

“There is no simple solution to helping people find a better
way of life and stay on the correct path. You can’t just find a
person a job and think that person’s problems will all disappear.
Many of those people in recovery have to reinvent who they are
and find a new social group. Programs to help them do that are
very important.”

Siebert also discussed the success of recent felon-friendly job
fairs in Missouri, put together by two people who are felons and
recovering addicts. 

“The first job fair attracted 13 employment seekers. I heard
from seven of those people who told me they had been hired
due to the event. Such success prompted a second job fair,
which was attended by 26 people. I personally know six of
those who attended were hired. There were probably more,”
Siebert said. “The felon-friendly job fair program has since
been expanded into a multi-county event. The organizers have
reached out to the local homeless shelter, community health
center, housing authority and a dentist — putting agencies and
employers together in the same place. The most recent event
attracted 75 job seekers.” 

He added the problem with most job fairs today is that they are
mainly directed at people who already have jobs. That is why
many such events fail to attract much interest. 

“If you want to host a successful job fair, host one for
people who don’t have jobs. That will include felons and/or
those in recovery,” Siebert said. “Of the 75 people who attended
the multi-county job fair, I would classify one-third of them as
being very capable employees. They are people who employers
are looking for every day. There was one employer who accepted
17 applications. I was assured as least 14 of those applicants
would be hired. Two other companies left with 12 and 10
applications, respectively.”  

Siebert also discussed the merits of the National Career
Readiness Certificate (NCRC). 

“It’s not a high school diploma or a GED, but certainly for those
who dropped out of school, earning that certificate proves they can
do math, read and think. They are very skilled people for our
society, and possess leadership capabilities,” Siebert said. “There
are four levels of achievement with the NCRC.” 





T
he United States is officially in its longest economic
expansion in history, breaking the record of 120 months
of growth from March 1991 to March 2001, according to

the National Bureau of Economic Research.
While the current state of the economy is generally good news,

Broom, Brush & Mop recently spoke with five executives representing
the industrial brush segment who shared how they are making sure
their respective companies continue to grow and prosper.

T
anis, Inc., of Delafield, WI, specializes in the
manufacturing of custom-engineered brushes, while
serving a global customer base, including a wide array of

OEMs; manufacturing and maintenance operations; and
production processes.

“Business has been good. We are having a really good year,”
reported President Scott Tanis.

Tanis’ custom brushes can be found in such industries as
agriculture, automotive, construc-tion, data
centers, food processing, metal fabrication,
medical, military, pack-aging, printing and
transportation.

In the recent past, the company purchased
new stapling equipment in addition to
launching some new products, including the
CeramiX™ line, which is an abrasive filament.

“The CeramiX line has been growing and
doing quite well,” Tanis said.

The company’s standard brush offerings
include abrasive, twisted, rotary, strip, stapled
set, power and utility product categories. Tanis
manufactures brushes at two facilities offering
redundant manufacturing to customers who
require two supply sources. Many parts are
stocked for next day shipments to customers.

In its manufacturing processes, Tanis, Inc.,
uses such raw materials as stainless steel, brass, polyesters, nylon
and polypropylene. Wire for twisted brushes and a small amount
of horsehair and other natural fibers are also used.

Tanis said there haven’t been any problems recently in the
sourcing and pricing of raw materials. He also reported that the
tariffs and trade war issues have not noticeably impacted Tanis, Inc.

“As a result of the tariffs and the trade war there may have been
some price increases on certain items, but not enough to cause a

big problem,” Tanis said. “People keep talking about a
manufacturing slowdown. It is not that bad. We
saw a slowdown in May and June, but then
things got back to normal. I think there are
plenty of opportunities out there.” 

The trade war has caused some shuffling of supply chains, as
companies buying large quantities of product from China are
looking for other sources. However, the impact of these issues on
Tanis, Inc., has been negligible, Tanis said.  

One of the challenges employers are facing in the U.S. is finding
quality employees in this time of low unemployment rates. This
issue has affected Tanis, Inc.’s, facility in Fond du Lac, WI, more
than its main location in Delafield. 

“The Fond du Lac facility struggled for about a year, but that
seems to have calmed down. I don’t know why. The unemployment
rate is still 3.2 percent in Wisconsin,” Tanis said.

Tanis, Inc., acquired Regal Manufacturing Co., of Fond du Lac, in
April 2011. Regal offered a wide variety of
products in food service, food processing, dairy,
animal grooming, industrial, original equipment,
and special machining applications.

Tanis said his company has maintained a loyal
and growing customer base in the highly
competitive industrial brush marketplace by
working closely with clients to meet their needs.
“We are willing to work with

customers who have special
requirements and applications.
We take pride in that. We have people
with a lot of experience in the brush industry,
which enables us to find solutions,” Tanis said.
“We don’t get stumped very often.”

Of value to Tanis is his company’s
membership in the ABMA, which has resulted
in developing new relationships in the

industry, and the ability to interact with other brush manufacturers
while attending association functions.

Looking ahead, Tanis said, “I feel really good about the future.
I think we are positioned to do good things. There are always ups
and downs in business, but we are thinking very optimistically.
Industry-wide, there are a lot of changes taking place.”

In an industry in which family owned and operated companies
are relatively common, one issue, Tanis pointed out, is succession

By Rick Mullen |  Broom, Brush & Mop Associate Editor

Scott Tanis
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planning, as there seems to be a trend of the younger generation not
wanting to be involved in the family business.

Tanis and his father, the late Chuck Tanis, founded Tanis, Inc., in 1987.
At that time, Chuck Tanis was more than 60 years old and the pair
essentially started the business “from scratch.”

Contact: Tanis, Inc., 
3660 Kettle Court, East Delafield, WI 53018.

Phone: 800-234-7002. Website: www.tanisbrush.com.

G
ordon Brush®, of City of Industry, CA, established in 1951,
manufactures brushes for the military, aerospace, electronics,
medical, forensics and other segments. The company’s product

lineup includes brushes for painting, janitorial, artists and cosmetic
applications, made out of a wide variety of materials, including brass, nylon,
natural bristle, and more. Gordon brushes have traveled to other planets and
on the former U.S. space shuttles. City of Industry is a suburb of Los Angeles.

The company moved into its current 183,000-square-foot, state-of-art, ISO
9001:2015 certified manufacturing facility in 2016. Indeed, it was a busy year
for Gordon Brush President/CEO Kenneth Rakusin. First, the remodeling
of the new building into a manufacturing space was completed. Then he
purchased two companies and relocated them, along with two other
companies previously acquired, to
the new location.

To get a mind picture of how
large a space 183,000 square feet
is, Rakusin offered the following
perspective:

“Think about the size of Home
Depot or Costco, or other large
retail stores — our building is 50
percent larger than those
facilities,” Rakusin said. “We
are very proud of what
we have been able to
accomplish and what we
have grown into. I
bought millions of
dollars of equipment to
stay modern, and will
continue to make tremendous investments.

“Along the way, we have purchased a total of 12 companies, which has
also helped with our success. Not all of those acquisitions were in the
industrial brush world. 

“Most recently, in January 2019, we bought Parker Brush of Rocklin,
CA, which offered only industrial brushes, to add to our customer base and
product offerings, as well as Spectrum Paint Applicators, a leading
supplier of paint applicator and sundry products.

“For me, with almost 30 years in this business, it is amazing that we
have come from 22 people and 15,000 square feet, to more than 200
people and a quarter of a million square feet, which includes our Easy
Reach business in Mississippi. It is staggering to me.

“I’m very proud of our team being able to do all the things they have
done to help our company continue to grow and prosper.”

One of the mantras at Gordon Brush is, “If a brush exists, we
have it. If it doesn’t, we’ll make it.” With its thousands of
products in stock and the ability to manufacture an endless number of
specialty brushes, the company’s offerings can be found in many
industries across the board.

“What industries do we sell to? The answer is virtually all of them,”
Rakusin said. “Our products go to industrial distributors who, in turn,

Kenneth Rakusin
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are selling to every industry you can imagine. For example, we
manufacture brushes for the U.S. Bureau of Engraving and
Printing that are used to make U.S. currency. If it wasn’t for
our brushes, their giant printing presses that run 24/7 would
not operate.”

Below are more examples of unique applications for Gordon
brushes in various industries as listed on the company’s website,
www.gordonbrush.com:
A cookie factory worked with Gordon Brush to come up with a

way of removing baking deposits from its stainless steel conveyor
belt. Gordon Brush designed and built a special wire roller brush,
which now keeps the entire conveyor belt clean with only one
revolution of the belt with the brush in action;
Laser optics are cleaned without scratching by a silk brush

Gordon Brush developed for the Apache
helicopter;
NASA’s space telescope was susceptible

to dust getting on its lens after the doors
were opened. Gordon Brush built the
space agency a vacuum brush to dust the
inside of the doors and protect the
sensitive lens; and,
Gordon Brush received a letter of

commendation from the U.S. Army Tank-
automotive and Armaments Command
(TACOM) for the development of a
“Chamber Brush” that cleans the main
gun on the Abrams tank. 

“We saved the government $1.5 billion
by engineering the chamber brush for the
Abrams tank,” Rakusin said. “At that time,
the chamber brushes sold for about $200.
The tank’s main gun barrel cost $150,000,
and there were 10,000 tanks. Before the
chamber brush was developed, the military
kept replacing gun barrels because they
didn’t have a way to clean them and ensure
100 percent firing when needed.”

Gordon Brush has a team of engineers
who work with customers to design
custom brushes. They are experts at
converting customers’ concepts and
drawings into something the company can
manufacture to solve their problems,
Rakusin said. Gordon Brush continually
receives requests to develop new products.

“Literally, it grows daily,” Rakusin said.
“Every day, we add multiple new part
numbers that we have never made before.
Our current and new customers all need
different products. As such, we are always
making something new for them.”

Gordon Brush keeps more than 3,500
finished products in its inventory, allowing
for same-day shipment. 

“We do our best to ship everything out of
stock for our customers,” Rakusin said. “We
make monthly forecasts. In theory, on the
first of a particular month, we will have
enough of our standard products in stock

that we expect to sell throughout that month.  
“We are not Amazon. We can’t be as fast as Amazon to deliver

an order to customers the same day, but we can ship it the same
day, which customers really appreciate. Amazon has changed
everybody’s perspective. People want it now. As close as we get
to that is shipping the same day, of which we are proud. We have
a very, very large investment in inventory to accomplish same-day
shipping. To me, it is worth it because our customers get their
products so quickly.”

With its investments in machinery, the company is able to
accomplish almost all of its manufacturing tasks in-house.

“The only thing we don’t do inside our building is anodizing or
plating. So, anything involving chemicals we don’t do, but
everything else we do internally,” Rakusin said. “To mark

theWorldof BrushmakingMachines

Wöhler Brush Tech GmbH

Wöhler-Platz 2 | 33181 Bad Wünnenberg | GERMANY | Tel: +49 2953 73 300 | bt@woehler.com 

www.woehlerbrushtech.com 
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products, we have three laser markers, one for metal, one for
wood, and one for plastic. We can now mark things quicker and
better than we could before.

“The custom work never stops. There is always somebody needing
something new. We add hundreds of new products every year.
Sometimes it is mind-boggling how many new products we
manufacture. We are fortunate that brushes will always be in demand.”

In recent times, some manufacturers across the board moved
their operations overseas for various economic reasons. Rakusin’s
commitment to keeping jobs in the United States is well known in
the brush industry.

“We are very proud to make products in America. I have never
thought about going offshore — it never entered my mind,” he
said. “There are a few finished goods we buy offshore, such as
low-end paintbrushes and paint sundry products, but everything
else we make in the U.S. 

“Unfortunately, there are some raw materials we have to source
from overseas. When we can purchase in the U.S., we do, but if
we can’t, we go overseas.”

Indeed, during the Made in America Convention, which was
held October 3-6 of this year in Indianapolis, IN, Rakusin was
awarded the Patriot Award for his “Proud To Be An American™
attitude and his unwavering commitment to manufacturing in
the United States,” said Don Buckner, founder of
MadeInAmerica.com.

Buckner also presented Gordon Brush with the Armed Forces
Award for developing the chamber brush for the Abrams tank.

In addition, Milwaukee Dustless Brush/Gordon Brush was
awarded ISSA’s Diamond Anniversary (60 consecutive years)
Award at the ISSA Show North America 2019, held November 18-
21 in Las Vegas, NV.

Despite Gordon Brush’s success, there are challenges to
overcome.

“The two biggest challenges that we have are manpower and
wages,” Rakusin said. “Finding quality employees is almost
impossible. We are spending a lot of money on temps because we
can’t find enough people. If the temps are really good, we hire
them. Otherwise, it becomes like a revolving carousel of people
coming in and out the door. With
unemployment at such a low level, it is hard to
find people to work in the factory.”

On the wages front, California lawmakers
raised the state’s minimum wage
requirements. While the motivation behind
this effort might have been to help lower
income workers, Rakusin said, it has caused
businesses to raise their prices.

“What they don’t realize is, the taco stand, the
pizza place, the grocery store, etc., have had to
raise their prices to correspond to the wages they
are paying,” Rakusin said. “The result is an
inflationary cycle that hurts companies like
mine, because we are not just selling in
California, we are selling worldwide. Therefore,
as my wages increase, it makes us less
competitive worldwide. So, between not being
able to hire people and having to pay people a higher wage, it has
been very challenging the past couple of years.”

Running “leaner and meaner” by using more automation is one
way to mitigate the impact of higher wages and the need for new

employees, Rakusin said. He used the fast-food giant McDonald’s
as an example. 

“McDonald’s is using ordering kiosks to eliminate the number
of people who take orders,” Rakusin said. “Because most people
are familiar with ATMs, they know how to push the button to
place an order.

“So, McDonald’s is going to more automation, and we are doing
the same sort of thing, as we are buying modern equipment and
machining centers that are more automated.

“It is challenging. Are we going to survive? Of course we are. I
believe the brush industry is going to go on in perpetuity. I don’t see
how it is ever going to stop. My company will continue to go forward.
We will continue to grow. We will keep making investments.”

Rakusin is looking forward to attending InterBrush 2020,
scheduled for May 6-8 in Freiburg, Germany. InterBrush is a trade
fair that emphasizes the latest in machines, materials and
accessories for the brush, paintbrush, paint roller and mop
industries. The event takes place every four years.

“I attended my first InterBrush in 1992 and I haven’t missed one
since,” Rakusin said “As long as I am involved in the business, I
will go there, because technology changes and you can get left
behind if you are not investing in the new technologies.

“I guess I’m just really lucky. I got into the brush business nearly
30 years ago and it was the best thing that ever happened. It changed
my life in such a positive way. It allowed me to grow a company and
take care of 200 families. It has been very rewarding and I love it. I
feel honored that I’ve been able to make all these things happen. I’m
very proud of what our company has been able to accomplish.”

Contact: Gordon Brush Mfg. Co., Inc., 
737 Capitol Ave., City of Industry, CA 90601.
Phone: 800-950-7950 or 323-724-7777.

Website: www.gordonbrush.com.

F
ounded in 1980, Abtex Corp., of Dresden, NY, located
in the state’s Finger Lakes region, specializes in the
design and manufacture of application-specific abrasive

nylon deburring brushes and automated deburring systems.
“Business has been very good,” said Abtex President Mark Fultz.

“We had the best year of our company’s history
in 2018. We have been managing to grow every
year; however, I think this year we are going to
be some-what flat, compared to last year’s sales.
I attribute that to some uncertainty in the
marketplace about the economy. 

“The vast majority of our customers are
involved in the automotive segment. The
General Motors strike affected a number of
our customers quite severely. With their
production levels being down, they had less
consumable pro-ducts to order.”

According to news reports, the 2019
General Motors strike began Sept. 15, with the
walkout of 48,000 United Automobile
Workers from some 50 plants in the United
States. A labor contract was reached between
union and company negotiators on Oct. 16.

In addition to the automotive industry, Abtex products can be
found in the aerospace/aircraft, military, industrial, medical, metal
finishing and woodworking segments.

Abtex fiber abrasive brushing tools are available in disc, radial

Mark Fultz
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wheel, tube and end type and cylindrical formats. Abtex offers a
wide variety of stock brushes, in addition to custom designs for
specific applications.

“We are disproportionately dependent on the automotive
industry. But, there are a number of other applications out there
that make up a fair percentage of our sales,” Fultz said. “It is very
difficult to categorize some of those other applications because
they tend to be so unique. A lot of our customers that are not
automotive, are either looking for deburring solutions, or a
situation where they are trying to abrade the surface of something.
Often, it is to provide better adhesion between the surface and
something a customer is going to adhere to it.  In such cases, there
is a need to roughen a surface without really dimensionally
changing it or without removing any material.” 

One of the things that makes Abtex unique, Fultz said, is, during
its nearly four decades in business, the company’s focus on
abrasive filaments and applications has never waivered.

“One of our great strengths is some very unique manufacturing
processes that allow us to customize brushes for any specific
application, and, oftentimes, a specific part,” Fultz said. “The vast
majority of our customers are producing high volume parts, and the
fact that we can customize brushes results in better performance and
longer brush life. This translates into money saved by customers.

“Another unique thing about Abtex is our ability to design
and build automated machinery, which presents our customers’
parts to our brushes. So, we are able to identify an opportunity
or application and then provide the customer with essentially a
total solution. In other words, we give clients a system they can
just plug into their manufacturing operations. The upside for us
is the repeat brush business as the brush is consumed during the
normal course of operations.”

Another reason Abtex has been able to grow is its ability to
develop new products and solutions, of which the company’s
engineering group has been the main facilitator.
“Over the past few years, we have added to

our engineering capabilities,” Fultz said. “We
have some young engineers fresh out of college
who are very ambitious, aggressive and eager
to make an impact. On the brush production side of the
business, we have been introducing some very interesting ways of
changing the manufacturing of brushes that results in more cost
effective products for the customer.”

While Abtex’s engineering group plays a key role in the
company’s continued success, all employees, including those on
the shop floor, have bought in to doing whatever it takes to service
customers in the best way possible. 
“The great thing about Abtex is we have

developed a culture where everyone con-
tributes,” Fultz said. “Nobody looks at any  task
as being outside his/her job description. If an
employee is able to pitch in and help, he/she is willing. The
common denominator is the entire focus on the customer. Whether
it is getting a quote out in a timely manner, or answering the phone
by the third ring, we are totally focused on customer service.
Abtex is a very enjoyable place to work because of the
cooperation that exists among our employees.”

Abtex’s focus on customer service and quality workmanship has
resulted in fostering lasting relationships with its clients.

“One of the most satisfying things is our very strong
relationships with customers. They rely heavily on us on an

ongoing basis,” Fultz said. “They are appreciative of the service
and the products we provide.”

As the company continues to move forward with new brush
designs and other solutions for customers, Fultz is optimistic
about the future of Abtex.

“We are continuing to develop new brushes and applications for
our products,” Fultz said. “We work in several markets that focus
on better fuel economy for vehicles, including electric, by trying
to make the vehicles lighter. For example, there is increased use of
aluminum. A lot of times, aluminum components have to be
deburred, a market in which we are very active, and have been for
the past 40 years. So, we have some very interesting solutions for
automotive engineers and other engineers who are looking to
advance technology, either in the product or the vehicle they are
producing. I’m very optimistic looking forward.”

As for the  brush industry, Fultz predicts it will remain strong.
“In general, I think opportunities for the brush industry will

continue to be very specific application related,” Fultz said.
“Companies that are focusing on developing specific products to
meet the unique needs of their customers, will be the ones that
continue to grow and succeed. 

“It is very difficult in this day and age to be everything to
everybody. Competition doesn’t get any easier, so you have to
continue to run faster than the other guy, while investing in
technology and application support.”

Fultz, and some other Abtex employees, are planning to attend
InterBrush 2020 in Freiburg, Germany, in May.

“We have some young engineers who are anxious to attend
InterBrush 2020,” Fultz said. “When the prior InterBrush show
took place four years ago, these folks were still sophomores or
juniors in college. It is going to be a great opportunity to expose
them to a more worldy view of the brush industry, and to be able
to view the latest state-of-the-art technologies.”

Fultz has enjoyed participating in the brush industry as a whole.
“I will be celebrating 27 years in the brush business in January

2020. It is a great industry,” Fultz said.
Contact: Abtex Corporation, 

89 Main St., P.O. Box 188, Dresden, NY 14441.
Phone: 888-662-2839.

Email: sales@abtex.com. Website: www.abtex.com

L
iberty Brush Manufacturing, LLC, of Shakopee,
MN, specializes in the manufacture of quality industrial
replacement brushes, including cylindrical scrubbing

and sweeping brushes, side brooms, rotary brushes, pad drivers
and sand paper drivers.

“Business has been up a little bit from last year (2018),” said
Liberty Brush Director of Sales & Development David H.
Svoboda. “Last year was steady. I don’t think anybody is setting
the world on fire. Remaining even is almost the new ‘up.’ I’m just
very happy we are up a few percentage points over last year.”

Svoboda added that sales have gotten stronger as the year winds
down.

“We are having a good November, and I’m expec-ting a decent
December, which will, hopefully, carry over into 2020,” he said.
“We had a real good first quarter and then it sort of leveled off and
almost seemed a little sluggish. I’m seeing it start to pick up this
last quarter.”

Liberty Brush has established a reputation of having high





quality precision staple-set
manufacturing equipment,
according to the company.
The new equipment has
increased its ability to
staple set more sizes with
faster speeds.

In addition to its estab-
lished lines of industrial
replacement brushes, Lib-
erty Brush is in the process
of offering a line of brushes
for a new market.

“We recently developed
a new line of personal care
brushes and showcased
them at the Made in Amer-

ica trade show, held recently in Indianapolis. At the show, we
received very positive feedback, and there was a lot of interest in
the new products,” Svoboda said. “I’ve very excited about the new
line, and I think it is going to have a big impact on our company
and our bottom line.

“We are always trying to expand and grow. The original line that
we have been offering for 20 years remains steady and growing.
We are planning to officially introduce the new line of personal
care brushes in 2020.”

Svoboda said nearly all of the personal care brush business has
gone to China.

“I can see why. It is competitive and the margins are tight.
However, we have learned there is a real passion
for American-made products, and we are going
to try to take advantage of that,” Svoboda said.

Liberty Brush’s higher-end personal care brushes will not be
commodity-type products, such as those sold in retail outlets.

“You are not going to see them in Walmart or Target, because
they are going to be at a higher price point,” Svoboda said. “The
feedback from the Made in America show indicated people are
willing to pay for a higher-end, superior quality product. We also
had a lot of people interested in us developing private label lines
of these brushes for their companies.”

Indeed, developing and helping customers launch private label
programs has been a long-time bedrock of Liberty Brush’s
business.

“We are always looking at creative ways, different thought
processes, and out of the box ideas to help grow our business or help
our customers grow their businesses,” Svoboda said. “Helping
our customers, in regard to private labeling, is a
huge part of what we do and has made us what
we are. We provide the art work, pictures — all the tools customers
need to save time to get either their websites or promotional materials
finished in order to launch their lines.”

In offering private label programs to customers, Liberty Brush
has remained in the background by not putting its name on any
products. This protects distributors from people bypassing them
and buying direct from Liberty Brush, Svoboda explained.

“In this day and age, it is easy for people to source where

David H. Svoboda
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products come from to bypass distributors or dealers who are
putting in the time and energy to sell our offerings,” Svoboda said.
“We do everything we can to protect our customers.”

Meanwhile, Liberty Brush’s private labeling strategy for the
new personal care brush products will be somewhat different.

“In regard to the personal care brushes, we will do co-branding,
meaning our icon or logo will appear, along with the customer’s
name, on products,” Svoboda said. “We want to strengthen our
brand. We haven’t focused so much on that for the past 20 years,
as we have remained quietly behind the scenes, while other
companies sold our brushes. Therefore, with the personal care
line, we want to do co-branding, which has garnered interest
among customers.”

Svoboda offered an example of co-branding. Water bottles
offered by Under Armor have that company’s name on the side of
the product, while a small Thermos logo, the company that
actually makes the bottles, appears on the bottom.

“We have innovative ideas that are going to make our personal
care products better than most anything that can be found in the
marketplace,” Svoboda said.

Other developments at Liberty Brush include the expansion of

its warehouse, allowing for more inventory and faster shipment
capabilities, and the implementation of new software.

“We are in the final stages of the implementation of some new
software, which will integrate with our current system,” Svoboda
said. “The new software will help keep better track of inventory
forecasting and will manage our inventory levels to a higher
degree. As a result, we should be able to keep less raw material
inventory, which will reduce our overhead, while keeping
materials on hand.

“We are carrying more and more of our most popular finished
goods items, so we can get our original sweeping and scrubbing
brushes out more quickly. The software we are integrating has bar
coding capability. We hope to integrate bar coding as we see the
need. A few of our customers require bar coding, as well as our
new personal care brush line customers.”

Liberty Brush uses several raw materials including extruded and
injection plastics. Also, for bristles, it uses nylon, polypropylene,
polyesters and abrasives. With the launch of the new personal care
brush line, the company has expanded its raw material usage to
include boar hair, goat hair, horse hair and other unique and
proprietary filaments.

“We monitor what is going on in the industry, including
reported shortages. We always try to think ahead. Recently,
there was an issue with long lead times for tempered
hardened wire. We predicted that and increased our orders
to make sure we wouldn’t get into trouble in that area,”
Svoboda said. “There have been some shortages of raw
materials, and we must account for them and keep our head
in the game. In discussions with vendors, they will usually
tell us if there are problems. In turn, we will order properly
so we don’t run out of product. We have done really well.
We rarely run out of raw materials.”

On the raw material pricing front, nylon increases have
been an issue.

“Nylon went up quite a bit, however, in the competitive
nature of our industry, no one raised prices on end products,
as companies, including us, absorbed the price increase,”
Svoboda said. “Now that prices have stabilized, my concern
is, since (nylon suppliers) have increased prices, they will
be very reluctant to take them back. Therefore, I’m not
expecting nylon pricing to go back down. We are just
absorbing the nylon increase for now, and hoping to see a
reduction in the future.”

The much discussed shortage of workers caused by low
unemployment rates has impacted Liberty Brush, as well.

“We have had fairly high turnover in assembly and
warehouse positions. We have been having trouble
retaining people for these entry-level jobs,” Svoboda said.

One bright spot is Liberty Brush has had success in
quickly filling entry-level positions by using such job
services as Indeed.

“When someone quits, we run an ad for that job, and we
are usually able to fill that position relatively quickly,”
Svoboda said. “Nonetheless, the turnover rate is very
frustrating, in that when we invest in training a person, we
want to keep him/her. It just seems we are having trouble
keeping people here for more than a year in entry-level
jobs. Currently, we have a couple of guys who are closing
in on a year and they are good workers. Hopefully, they will
be here a lot longer.
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“Despite the challenges of doing business in today’s
marketplace, I’m excited about the future of Liberty Brush. It has
taken a lot of work in research and development to get the new
line of personal care brushes launched, and I am very excited to
see where it goes. 

“I am also excited about our team of people. Managing Director
Melanie Hansen has been very involved in development and
launch of the new line of personal care brushes and is injecting a
fresh new energy and perspective into the company.”

Svoboda and other Liberty Brush employees are planning to
attend InterBrush 2020 in Freiburg, Germany, in May.

“I love going to Freiburg to see what is new,” Svoboda said.
“Melanie (Hansen) and I attended the previous show. I think it is
a very important event for the industry.”

Liberty Brush also had a booth at the recent ISSA Show North
America 2019 in Las Vegas, NV.

Contact: Liberty Brush Manufacturing, LLC, 
7800 County Road 101E, Shakopee, MN  55379.

Phone: 952-402-9400. Email: info@libertybrush.com. 
Website: www.libertybrush.com.

F
ounded in 1947, Industrial Brush Company, Inc., of
Fairfield, NJ, specializes in manufacturing a wide range
of larger custom cylinder brushes.

“We manufacture all of our cores in-house, using sophisticated
CNC equipment and machining technologies that allow us to
make really precise products,” said Vice President Scott
Enchelmaier. “We sell mostly to machine builders.

“Business has been very good the past couple of years. It has allowed
us to continue to grow and invest in, not only our machine shop, but
also our brush manufacturing capabilities. We are trying to find a
critical balance between the time it takes to make a core and the time it
takes to apply the brush. Without that balance, it is difficult to grow.”

Now in its third generation of family owner-ship, Enchelmaier’s
grand-father, William, started the company after immigrating
from Germany with just an eighth-grade education. Not knowing
a lot about the brush industry, he did, however, have a trade-
school education as a machinist. He eventually landed a job at a
brush company in Cedar Grove, NJ (Jenkins Brush). When he
came up with a new way to make brushes, he struck out on his
own. Indeed, today’s Industrial Brush Company is still in the
business of innovating ways to make brushes.
“The beautiful thing about being in the brush

industry is most of the new uses and creative
ideas for brushes come from the field — from
customers,” Enchelmaier said. “For example, I will get a
phone call from somebody at Procter & Gamble or a defense
contractor and he/she will ask, ‘Have you ever used a brush to do
X or Y or Z?’ I will answer, ‘No, not really. Tell me about the
application and we will see if we can come up with a solution.’ 

“A lot of times we come up with a solution with the use of our test
facility here, where we can test our products against customer uses,
and verify the right tool for the right application. It is an exciting
process. Our motto is, ‘We don’t make brushes, we make solutions.’”

In its manufacturing processes, Industrial Brush uses such raw
materials as nylon, abrasive nylon, carbon steel wire, stainless
steel wire, brass and natural fibers such as tampico and boar’s hair.

“In 2018, we had some upward pressures on nylon pricing, but
this seems to have stabilized in 2019,” Enchelmaier said.
“However, there were some significant pressures on the

availability of car-bon
steel wire in 2019. We are
a small volume user, and it
was very difficult to get
certain sizes in a
reasonable amount of
time. As a result, we had to
go overseas to get product,
while  faced with the
added costs of the tariffs
that were placed on the
wire. We are seeing some
of that pressure subside
late this year with some
new U.S. companies com-
ing into the market. They
are bringing in the raw

wire from foreign sources, drawing and crimping it, and cutting it
to our specifications. This approach seems to be working well, as
the shortages are starting to subside.

“With the tampico market, for couple of years there were
shortages and rationing related to a couple of poor growing
seasons. That also seems to be behind us. The tampico market is
pretty stable as there is plenty of supply. Unfortunately, prices
have gone through the roof this past year for boar’s hair from
China. Those products were originally placed on the tariffs list.
Thanks to lobbying efforts by some of the larger American Brush
Manufacturers Association (ABMA) member companies and
ABMA Executive Director David Parr, those products were
taken off the tariff list.”

One trend that bothers Enchelmaier is longer lead times.
“As current ABMA president, I am a little bit troubled. I have a

lot of contact with industrial brush manufacturers. We are pretty
honest with one another, and what I am seeing in the
industrial  market is lead times across the board,
from company to company, seem to be getting
longer,” Enchelmaier said. “This trend is a result
of the economy and our ability to produce.
However, with longer lead times comes the potential for
customers to try products from overseas.”

The sales tool Industrial Brush uses the most involves its
website (www.industrialbrush.com) capabilities.

“We pride ourselves in offering a customer, or potential customer,
who inquires on our website with a quote and a drawing for most
products within 24 hours,” Enchelmaier said. “If a product is highly
specialized that requires carbon fiber tubing and materials we have to
buy on the outside, then, of course, it takes a little longer. Responding
so quickly gives us the ability to provide a solution to a customer in
rapid fashion. Having our test facility to verify a brush solution to a
customer’s requirement has also been a great advantage.”

As Industrial Brush has experienced growth, the time to expand
is approaching.

“We are currently looking for larger space. The issue we are
having is we want to stay regionally located and fairly close to
where we are now,” Enchelmaier said. “We have a highly trained
workforce. We don’t want to move to another state or move far
from here, because if our employees don’t go with us, we will
have a nice big building with nobody to run the machinery. We
figure, when the time is right and the opportunity comes our way,
hopefully we will be able to make a move in that direction.”

Scott Enchelmaier





To mitigate current challenges caused by the shrinking labor
pool because of low unemployment numbers, Industrial Brush is
looking to more automation.

“Moving forward, automation is an important part of our
business plan. It is well documented that training and retaining the
next generation of workers in a manufacturing environment is a
challenge. Automation, allowing machinery to run faster and more
ergonomically, will help in that regard. There seem to be more
people who don’t want to work in factory jobs anymore. If we can
make the machinery easier to run and less taxing so workers don’t
feel so beat up at the end of the day, I think we will have more
success in attracting folks.

“Here is how I look at it. We have a good website and are
redesigning it again to try and get as much traffic as we can. You
can attract all kinds of traffic to your site, and even generate a
bunch of sales, but, if you can’t make quality products on time that
work for the customer, it ends up being a one-time sale. None of
us can afford one-time sales. From the time someone
calls here — we insist on having a live person
answer the phone as opposed to a voice mail
system —  each contact point, be it the
receptionist, the engin-eering department, the
sales department, shipping, receiving, etc., has
to have a good result.”

Today’s workplace is undergoing a significant demographic
shift. Making the transition from the baby boomer generation to a
younger workforce has its challenges. One of which is high on
Enchelmaier’s list — transferring knowledge.

“We have a younger manufacturing workforce, while many in
senior management tend to be long-time tenured employees,”
Enchelmaier said. “Putting a plan in place before an employee retires

is very, very important. If we can get our procedures and processes
documented so the knowledge doesn’t leave with the retiring
employee, we will be in pretty good shape. That leads to mentoring.
Mentoring is expensive because you have two people doing the same
job, but that is the only way to get buy-in from the younger
workforce. They always need to know why they are doing what they
are doing, and why it is important to the customer.”

The ability to adapt to changing marketplace demographics and
other economic and workforce variables is necessary for a
company to survive, Enchelmaier said.

“I think the future is pretty bright. I was at an ABMA board
meeting recently and spoke to our people. We are feeling pretty
positive. In general, I think our industry across the board is strong
at the present time,” Enchelmaier said. “I think the challenge will
be to not get complacent and rest on our laurels. Change is
inevitable, and how you manage and adapt to change is the key.”

On the upcoming InterBrush 2020 in Freiburg, Germany, in
May, Enchelmaier said, “InterBrush gives attendees a snapshot of
what new and different technologies are available. It allows us to
measure our current manufacturing methods against what
competitors may or may not have. It is also an excellent way for
some engineers and new hires who are in a management role, to
see all the technologies displayed in one place.

“It is truly amazing how hard the major builders in our industry
work to come out with something new and different at each
InterBrush.”

Contact: Industrial Brush Company, Inc., 
105 Clinton Road, Fairfield, NJ 07004.

Telephone: 800-241-9860.
Email: sales@indbrush.com.

Website: www.industrialbrush.com.
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Haviland Corporation manufactures premium floor and window
squeegees; aftermarket replacement blades, gaskets and
splash guards for floor machines; paving and roofing tools;
waterbrooms; serrated squeegees and more. Shown, left to
right, are Randy Wolfe, senior manager of operations,
Replacement Parts Division; Joyce Dudenhoeffer, marketing
director; Jan Haviland, president and CEO; and Alice Andrews,
executive vice president.

haviland corporation

Three trade show days, educational and
networking opportunities, panel discussions and
guest speakers were all part of the 2019 ISSA
Show, held November 18-21, at the Las Vegas
Convention Center, in Las Vegas, NV. 

Over 700 exhibitors, from an estimated 25
countries, also showcased thousands of
products and services during this year’s
event. As in the past, the 2019 ISSA Show
featured many exhibitors of brushes,
mops, brooms, squeegees and related
cleaning products designed for the
jan/san, food service and related
cleaning segments, including those
companies shown in the following
photo gallery.

  
PHOTO GALLERYNORTH AMERICA 2019

2019 ISSA SHOW

Nexstep Commercial Products, the exclusive licensee of O-Cedar,
provides a complete line of commercial-grade sanitary
maintenance items. That includes wet and dust mops, mop
sticks, mop buckets and wringers, janitor carts, waste
receptacles and dollies, floor sweeps, angle and corn brooms,
microfiber products and squeegees. Shown are company
representatives Rachel Foster and Lee Bernhardt. 

nexstep commercial products



Zephyr Manufacturing Co., Inc., is a family-owned and operated
manufacturer. The company supplies cleaning products
including wet mops, dust mops, brooms, brushes, dusters and
handles. Shown, left to right, are Bob Schneider, vice president
of sales; R.J. Lindstrom, president; and Sean Pence, national
sales manager.

zephyr manufacturing co.
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Malish Corporation manufactures and markets rotary and disc
brushes for commercial floor cleaning machines. The company
also markets a growing line of color-coded and janitorial
brushes. Shown, left to right, are Fred Lombardi, vice president
of sales & marketing; Tom Laurenzi, Great Lakes regional sales
manager; Jeff Malish, president & CEO; Kim Fiorello, senior
customer service representative; Kevin Young, director of North
American sales; Terry Kukla, director of sales – distributor
products; Dave Sternad, regional sales manager - food service
division; Chris Shaw, northeast regional director of sales; Bob
DiVito, western regional director of sales; and, Jon Love, new
product development manager.  

Milwaukee Dustless Brush/Gordon Brush Mfg. Co., Inc.,
manufactures janitorial cleaning tools including steel-backed
floor brushes, upright brooms and squeegees. Shown is
President/CEO Ken Rakusin holding Milwaukee Dustless
Brush/Gordon Brush’s recent ISSA Diamond Anniversary
Award, for 60 years of continuous support of the association. 

malish corporation

milwaukee dustless brush
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ACS Industries, Inc., provides such items as hand scouring,
scrubber, sponge and grill cleaning products; floor maintenance
pads; mops; brooms; handles; squeegees and accessories;
brushes; sand screen discs; and steel wool products. An
automated product demonstration, featuring the Turbostrip™
segmented rotary floor pad by ACS Industries, could be viewed
at the company’s booth. 

acs industries



Briarwood Products, LLC, supplies such items as Shank-free
correctional facility tools, Adjust-a-Turn surface cleaning tools,
wet mop holders, all-plastic floor squeegees, fiberglass
extension poles, dry dust mop frames and sweeping equipment.
Shown, left to right, are company representatives Felicia
Sheffield, Dayna Piersa and Manfred Tomm. 

briarwood products co.

S.M. Arnold, Inc., offers cleaning maintenance accessories for
the professional, industrial and consumer markets. Products
include brushes, microfiber, brooms and dusters. Shown are
Joe Arnold, president; and Kelly Friederich, sales and
marketing. 

s.m. arnold, inc.
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magnolia brush 
manufacturers, ltd

Magnolia Brush Manufacturers, Ltd., offers many types of
brushes, brooms, mops, squeegees, buckets, handles,
microfiber items and dust pans for the janitorial supply trade.
Shown, left to right, are company representatives Hunter
Humphrey, Gary Townes and Glenn Guyette.  

Golden Star Inc., is a full-line, vertically-integrated manufacturer
of professional surface cleaning tools, systems and accessories.
Products include wet and dust mops, microfiber pads and
cloths, dusters, bonnets, corn brooms, push brooms and
hardware. 

golden star inc.
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M2 Professional Cleaning Products Ltd., supplies a variety of
cleaning items including different types of mops, brooms and
buckets. Shown, left to right, are John Martin, sales associate;
Emilio Marino, purchasing; Doug Arkinstall, sales associate;
Gabriel Marino, vice president; Franca Marino, purchasing;
Gaston Dussault, sales associate; and, Silvio Marino, sales
associate.

norshel industries, inc.

m2 professional cleaning
products ltd.

Norshel Industries, Inc., is a mop manufacturer, master
wholesaler and importer of janitorial supplies. Shown is
company representative Aaron Leibowitz. Norshel will celebrate
its 50th Anniversary in 2020.

Liberty Brush Mfg., LLC, specializes in industrial and janitorial
replacement brushes, custom staple-set brushes, carpet
brushes, personal care brushes, pad drivers, sand paper drivers
and squeegees. Shown is David Svoboda, director of sales &
development. 

liberty brush mfg.
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ABCO Products Corp., manufactures and markets cleaning
products as well as HACCP-compliant color-coded tools for the
professional cleaning, food service, industrial, QSR floor safety
and food processing market segments.

abco products corp.



Innovation Creation
Partnership Ltd., provides

such microfiber
products as mops, wet
pads, dust pads and

window cloths as well as
squeegees. Shown, left
to right, are company
representatives Nancy

Cao, sales manager; and
Laura Wu, CEO. 

The Libman Company manufactures brooms, mops, brushes,
squeegees and additional cleaning-related products designed
for janitorial, food service, hospitality, health care and other
segments. Shown, left to right, are Jared Libman, commercial
sales; Josh Heller, director of sales - west; Desi Csoka,
commercial sales; and, Brad Simmons, commercial marketing
and sales. 

the libman company

innovation
creation

partnership
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Leading Edge Products, Inc., provides such items as microfiber
pads, dusters and cloths, as well as mop frames, handles,
brushes, buckets and waste receptacles. Shown, left to right, are
company representatives David Goldberg, Bryan Harris and Scott
Masters. 

leading edge products

Texas Microfiber provides to the cleaning industry such
products as cloths and towels, dusters, mop heads and mop
pads. Shown are company representatives, left to right, Ellen
Kamprath and Alisa O’Banion.     

texas microfiber
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Remco Products provides color-coded cleaning tools designed
specifically for the food, pharmaceutical, safety and material
handling industries. Products include brushes, brooms and
squeegees. Shown, left to right, are Nick Griffin, account
manager; and Rob Middendorf, vice president of sales.

Filmop USA is a manufacturer and distributor of tools and
systems for the cleaning professional. Products include touch-
free microfiber mop systems, mop handles and mop frames. 

filmop usa ettore products co.

remco products

Ettore Products Co., is a manufacturer of general and window
cleaning tools and accessories such as squeegees, dusters,
microfiber, floorcare applicators and extension poles.
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Microfiber Wholesale provides microfiber towels, mops, dusters,
kits and other cleaning-related tools. Shown are company
representatives Lucy Felix and Jordan Hamasaki. 

microfiber wholesale
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Eurow & O’Reilly Corporation provides cleaning-related items
including microfiber towels, mitts, sponges, dusters, dry and wet
mops and mop handles. Shown are company representatives
Martin Mair and Kori Simpson. 

eurow & o’reilly corp.

Carlisle FoodService Products provides a full line of brooms,
brushes, squeegees, mops and related cleaning tools and
programs for such market segments as food service, health care
and janitorial.

carlisle foodservice products

Direct Mop Sales, Inc., provides cleaning-related items such as
microfiber, wet mops, dust mops, dusters, carpet bonnets,
window and floor squeegees and hardware. Shown, left to right,
are company representatives Freddie Smith, national sales
manager; and Mike Julo Jr., president; along with Lisa Tseng,
marketing manager for Vita Microfiber International, LLC. 

direct mop sales

Lambskin Specialties welcomed the company’s representatives
to its booth during this year’s ISSA Show. The company
specializes in the duster category, featuring wool, feather,
synthetic, microfiber and disposable dusters. 

lambskin specialties








